
WELCOME TO 
CONNECT 30

Welcome to Connect 30. What a year this 
has turned out to be for everyone. Such a 
disastrous start to the year with Bushfires 
in every state and now the pain of 
COVID - 19 – a true test to the resilience 
and fortitude of all Australians.
All through the COVID - 19 crisis we remain 
fully operational, and this is a reflection 
of the caution and commitment shown 
both by our employees and customers to 
support our Australian owned company – 
thank you.
With the uncertainty of the event world in 
the remainder of 2020, what may we do to 
help all walks of life recover and cope? 
Reports suggest we are going to rely on 
the Arts sector to provide a solution to 
ongoing mental health issues – how will 
this impact you?

We are also highlighting the versatility of 
our successful customer’s events on the 
QUATTRO Modular Portable Stage system 
– a truly multifunctional Made In Australia 
Stage solution.
Read on and stay informed on the 
renamed DIVA Fold & Roll Stage system 
plus be inspired with the creative Stage 
solution Gerringong Church designed for 
their new build Church.

Management and Staff at Select Staging 
Concepts send you all our hopes for a fast 
solution to this insidious virus and that you 
all remain safe.
No matter the ongoing issues you are 
experiencing with the COVID-19 lockdowns, 
we are here to assist you with all your 
Stage, Ramp and Stage Accessory needs.
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Arts & Cultural Activities will 
lead the way for a COVID Recovery.
To be included, to feel the freedoms of 
positive expression, to harness our cultural 
resilience, and to simply join in – in the new 
post COVID world, don’t we all want this?
Communities, commercial enterprises and
governments Australia wide are actively
recognising how the arts will be a
major contributing factor to the pandemic 
recovery in mental health and community 
spirit.
In WA, Perth City Council have appointed 
Peter Ciemitis to oversee the “Economic 
Rebound Strategy”  an initiative to 
re-energise communities and reset cultural 
programming. They recognise cultural 
infrastructure and the arts are at the centre 
of a successful COVID recovery not only for 
the City of Perth but for the state as a whole.
Other State governments are following suite 
with similar infrastructure stimulus packages 
for the arts.

Education HQ just reported on a comprehensive study 
released by Monash University finding music and the arts 
are essential for social inclusion in schools.
The positive synergies gained from involvement in the 
music and drama courses in Australian schools provides 
inclusion for all, plus provides a way to include refugee 
students so they may succeed in the school system and 
then the wider community.

Collectively over the past months we have learnt the 
value of expression, and imaginative entertainment, to 
give us relief from the constant bombardment of COVD-
19 information. Mental health issues and rediscovering the 
joy of  human interaction in our isolation paves the way 
for a more inclusive need for the arts to perform for us. 

So, how does an Australian owned and Made In Australia 
Stage system company work with you to activate the 
arts in your community - the event tidal wave is coming. 
Select Staging Concepts Portable and  Permanent Stage 
solutions will perform to successfully provide Australia’s 
post pandemic Arts and Cultural communities with the 
right event infrastructure.

“To be included, 
to feel the 
freedoms of 
positive 
expression, to 
harness our 
cultural 
resilience”



Out of the ordinary does not 
mean it is too hard...
At Gerringong Uniting Church the Church 
community have proven how a simple 
elegant design paired with Made In 
Australia ingenuity results in a successful 
inhouse permanent Stage install.

The issue of distance between Gerringong 
and Select Staging Concepts’ 
manufacturing warehouse in Lilydale was 
laid to rest with the effective 
communication to create a workable 
design for the permanent Stage required 
in the new Church space – and a design 
which would easily be installed by the 
Church members themselves.

All was achieved with the simple 
workable QUATTRO Modular Stage design. 
The modular podiums with custom height 
stage legs were manufactured to fit the 
elegant shaped Church Knave. The 
finishing touch was the addition of 
matching Stage Fascia to infill the sides 
of the Stage floor and front Step area to 
create the Permanent look of the whole 
Stage.

Once the Stage was delivered, the 
Church members easily assembled and 
installed the Stage and Step units 
themselves to complete the new build 
project. 
It was such a pleasure working with Helen
Harrison and her team and we wish them 
many years of successful events in the 
beautiful new Gerringong Uniting Church.



The Made In Australia QUATTRO Portable Stage System is an amazing multifunctional solution for so many 
Australian industries, but how many people know how to reconfigure the Stage podiums to really perform 
for them?
The possibilities of these modular Stage Podiums are only limited by your imagination.
Some of our clever customers show us how purchasing one QUATTRO Stage System and adding a few 
different sized Legs and Stage Accessories, their Stage event options bloomed.

QUATTRO PODIUMS - How many ways can 
you put them to use?

Hobsons Bay Council purchased our QUATTRO and 
DIVA Stage systems and recently added a selection of 
Adjustable Height Legs, Sway Bracing and Free
Standing Steps to create an amazing Cat walk system 
in their beautiful Theatre for select community events. 
Even the Free Standing Steps provide a platform for 
the photographer to stand on during the recent 
fashion parade.

At Ingham State High School their QUATTRO Stage 
Podiums also double as tables for end of year school 
formal dinners – both as individual table settings and 
joined together to create long presentation tables – 
all covered by table cloths to create a formal elegant 
setting – just by adding 600mm Legs!

Mackay Choral Society perform in the expected 
Choral style plus diversify to a full Musical Theatre 
production all with the same QUATTRO Modular Stage 
Podiums configured exactly as they need. Their 
production of “Guys and Dolls” in conjunction with the 
Central QLD Conservatorium of Music was a 
tremendously energetic performance which 
showcased their QUATTRO Modular Stage system.

The QUATTRO Modular Stage System is a truly versatile performer - The performance partner you can rely 
on for all theatrical and orchestral performances; graduation and award presentations; formal dinners; 
fashion shows; drama classes; group fitness classes; expo event displays; merchandising display 
podiums – let your creative thinking begin!
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DIVA FOLD & 
ROLL STAGE
Only 7 years ago we launched our innovative QUATTRO Fold and Roll Portable Stage to the 
Australian market. What a success that has proven to be.
Using the unique strength and simplicity of our popular QUATTRO Modular Stage system we 
designed the QUATTRO F&R Stage to be totally mobile and simple to use with a safe built in 
trolley system. Thousands of clients across every Australian industry are now the happy and 
successful owners of the QUATTRO F&R Stage – she is an absolute Diva of a performer.
So, to avoid any confusion with our premier QUATTRO Modular Stage we are tweaking just the 
name to welcome DIVA Fold and Roll Stage to our Made In Australia Stage range.
She maintains all the original premium qualities and is still available in 300mm, 400mm and 
600mm high with a comprehensive range of Marine Grade Carpet colours to dress the Stage to 
your décor.
All the QUATTRO Accessories are ideal to finish the DIVA to perform to your exact needs – just 
add Steps, Valance Curtain with a Logo or Safety Rails. 
For up to date information and design ideas on our DIVA Fold and Roll Stage system contact the 
Select Staging Concepts team for your DIVA solution. 
Once a DIVA always a DIVA.


